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Book 42: Fun with the Sheet

Fun with the Sheet

Review Words
to, was - Special Word
met, hit - Decodable
Plot Summary
Will’s sheet is muddy so he hangs it on the line. He beats
the sheet with his trunk to get the dirt out. Ann and Sam
help him, but the sheet falls down on them. Mit joins
them and they decide to wash the sheet in the well. The
sheet slips into the well and falls on a fish. When the
animals get the sheet out, they wring it and hang it up
to dry. When the sheet has dried, the animals have fun
tossing Will up and down on it.
Story Questions (Comprehension)
1. pages 2-3: How is Will trying to clean the sheet?
2. page 5:	What happened when they all hit
the sheet?
3. page 7:
Where did the animals put the sheet?
4. page 11: How does Ann help dry the sheet?
5. page 12: How are they playing with the sheet?

Each new word throughout the program is repeated at
least five times in the book in which it first appears and
five more times in the next ten books.
In 1972, the federally funded Southwest Regional Laboratory for Educational
Development & Research and Ginn and Company published The Sam Books of early
readers as part of a Beginning Reading Program. Because it was federally funded,
federal law required the program be placed in the public domain in 1977.
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“This sheet is a mess.

Will hits the sheet.

I see mud on it.”

Is mud on the sheet?
Yes, it is.
1

2

Will hit and hit the sheet.

Ann ran to Sam and Will.

Then Sam ran to Will.

She met them.

He met Will.
3

4

Sam and Ann and Will hit the sheet.

Mit ran to the sheet.

Then it fell on them.

The sheet was a mess.

It was a mess.

Then Mit met them.
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6

Ann set the sheet on the well.

“I see a fish in the well.

It fell into the well.

The sheet hit the fish.”

The sheet was wet.
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8

The fish met Will and Sam and

The sheet was wet.

Ann and Mit.
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“Fan the sheet, Ann.

“See the sun.

Feel it, Sam.

The sheet is not wet.

Is it wet?”

This is fun.”
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